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There is no Besselian basis in C and there is no Hilbertian basis in L’. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that there exists a continuous 2n-periodic function whose 
Fourier series does not converge uniformly. In the language of Banach space 
theory that means that the sequence (1, z, z-l, .z2, z-2,...) is not a Schauder 
basis for C(T) (T-the unit circle). By Cohen’s result on Littlewood conjecture, 
no permutation of that sequence is a basis for C(T). Olevskii has shown that no 
uniformly bounded orthonormal sequence is a basis for C(T), in fact his proof 
shows that if p is any finite positive Bore1 measure on a compact space S then 
no uniformly bounded sequence in C(S), which is orthonormal in L2(S, p), 
is a basis for C(S). 
Olevskii’s result is not satisfactory from the point of view of Banach space 
theory of C(S)-spaces; it uses the “alien” concept of orthogonality. A general 
conjecture in terms of pure Banach space theory has been formulated by 
Pelczynski [12] (Olevskii’s result is an obvious special case of this conjecture): 
“There is no Besselian basis in C(S).” 
In the present paper we substantiate the above conjecture (cf. Theorems A 
and B in section 2). Recall that a sequence (?c~) of elements of a Banach space X 
is p-Besselian (resp. p-Hilbertian) (for given p E [l , co)) if there exists a positive 
constant C such that, for every sequence of scalars (t& 
/Ic t,q 3 C-l . C / t, ID . jl x, IIn 
(rev. 11 C tnxn 11’ 
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If the sequence (x,J is seminormalized, i.e. 0 < inf (/ x, I/ < sup I/ x, jl < CO, 
then in the right hand side of (+) the term (1 x, 11~ can be omitted. In the present 
paper we deal, as a rule, with seminormalized basic sequences. 
We say simply Besselian (resp. Hilbertian) instead of 2-Besselian (resp. 2- 
Hilbertian). 
The paper consists of three sections. In section 2 we prove Theorems A and B. 
Much of the proof of the theorem A is taken from [l]. We present also certain 
strengthenings (in particular for &-spaces) of the theorems, for which our 
proofs hold, and describe the present knowledge in areas close to this paper 
(Remarks l-5). Section 3 contains the proof of Proposition, which is stated 
without proof and used as the main technical tool in section 2. The general 
idea of this proof, especially the inductive construction in the proof of Lemma 3, 
is due to Olevskii (see the proof of Theorem 1, Ch. I, Sect. 1, [2]). 
In this paper we use certain facts concerning absolutely summing operators. 
Recall that, given p E [l, co), an operator T: X - Y (X, Y-Banach spaces) is 
p-absolutely summing if there exists a constant C such that for any finite se- 
quence x1 ,..., x, E X 
The infimum of such constants we denote by r,(T). 
In this paper all facts, which admit real and complex versions, hold in both 
cases together with their proofs. 
The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor A. Pelczynski for 
suggesting the problem and valuable discussions. 
2. In this section we shall prove our main results. 
THEOREM A. There is no Besselian basis in C(S) (S compact, injinite). 
THEOREM B. There is no Hilbertian basis in Ll(S, 33, p) ((S, 39, p)-measure 
space, nonequivalent to a Jinite set, p - a-finite). 
Theorems A and B are “dual” in a certain sense. The additional assumptions 
ensure that the considered spaces are infinite dimensional, otherwise the 
assertions are trivially false. 
Our main technical tool is the following 
PROPOSITION. Let (S, 28, m) be a probability space and (fi , gi)i”,, a biorthogonal 
sequence of measurable functions on S (i.e., ss figj dm = 6<j) such that 
1” IIgJI, < I for i = 1,2 ,..., N. 
2” ~sl~~~~~fi12~~~~C~~I~~12f or some C > 0 and for all sequences 
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of scalars s1 ,..., sN (and, as a consequence, Js 1 EL, t,gi I2 dm 2 C-l XL, 1 ti I2 
for all scalars t, ,..., tw). 
Then there exists C’ > 0, depending only on C, such that 
3” maxlsksN Js .fs I C~Jdt)fi(s)l m(dt) m(ds) 3 C’ In iv. 
The proof of the Proposition is given is Section 3. For estimations of C’ see 
Remark 2 in this section. 
Proof of Theorem A. Assume, to the contrary, that (g& is a Besselian 
basis in C(S). We may assume that (gJ is normalized. Denote by (cl& the 
sequence of coefficient functionals of the basis (gJ (pi are finite regular Bore1 
measures on S). Since (gi) is Besselian, the operator A: C(S) -+ I2 given by 
A(C, tigJ = (ti)Ffl for xi t,gt convergent in C(S) (i.e., A(g) = (pi(g))& for 
g E C(S)) is continuous. By a result of Grothendieck (see e.g. [5], Theorem 4.1) 
any operator from C(S) into a Hilbert space is 2-absolutely summing. Hence, 
by the Pietsch-Grothendieck theorem ([6]) there exists a regular Bore1 probability 
measure on S, say m, such that 
T I &912 = II 4 IIt2 G C 1, I g I2 dm for any g E C(S), 
i.e., (gi) is also Besselian in L2(m). The above formula easily implies (remember 
that m is regular) that each pi is absolutely continous with respect to m and its 
m-Radon-Nikodym derivative fi belongs to L2(m). Moreover 
jsg . (1 d) dm = z si (lsgf, dm) = 1 si . A9 z z 
< .:i, (x 1 1 )“’ (j- 1 i % 2 s g m I2 d )“’ 
for any g E C(S) and any scalar sequence (si) E 12, hence 
i.e. (fi) is Hilbertian in L2(m). 
Thus the biorthogonal sequence (fi , gi)& and m satisfy the assumptions 1” 
and 2” of Proposition, hence for any N 
where c’ does not depend on N. On the other hand, since (gi) is a basis, the norms 
of the partial sum operators Pk: C(S) ---f C(S) are uniformly bounded (say, by 
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K < co). It is a well known fact that each P, may be represented as an integral 
operator with a kernel cF=, gi(t) &ds) and hence for any positive integer K 
which contradicts the previous estimate for large N. 
Proof of Theorem B. Assume the converse; let ( &~zo=l be a Hilbertian basis in 
Lr(S) and let (gi)Fzl be its sequence of coefficient functionals. We can assume 
that il gi ii5 = 1 for i = 1, 2,... . Since (fi) is Hilbertian, the operator B: l2 + 
U(S) defined by B(si) = xi s& is continuous. Now it is possible to pass to the 
adjoint operator B*: L” + l2 and get the contradiction similarly as in the 
proof of Theorem A (remember that Loo(S) = C(s) for some compact s), but 
we present another proof. By a result of Grothendieck ([7], Th. 1 is similar), 
B may be written as MtL i?, where i?: I2 +L2(S) and Mh: L2(S) -V(S) is a 
multiplication by a nonnegative function h cL2(S) (11 h ]I2 = 1, jl B lla(ll,Lr(s)) < 
CY2). Denote 
fi(x) = (Bed4 _ .A(4 
h(x)--- W))2 
if h(x) # 0, fi(x) = 0 
otherwise (observe that ji(x) = (h(x))2fi(x) p-ax.). Then (fi, g& forms a 
biorthogonal sequence with respect to m = h2 . p. We have also 
is Hilbertian in L2(h2 CL) = L2(m). Thus (fi , g& and m satisfy the assump- 
tions 1” and 2” of the Proposition, hence 3” holds for every N. On the other 
hand, since (fi) is a basis, we get (similarly as in the proof of Theorem A) for 
every k 
2 js j, ) i .&Vi(s) ( 44 44, a contradiction. 
i=l 
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Remark 1. The following strengthening of Theorem A (resp. B) follows 
from the local character of the Proposition. 
THEOREM A’ (resp. B’). There is no Besselian (resp. Hilbertian) basis in any 
injinite dimensional S’, (resp. 9J space (for dejinitions see [5], see also Theorem III 
(4 in PI). 
Remark 2. The proof of the Proposition presented in section 3 gives C’ = 
c’/C* In C, where c‘ is an absolute constant; in fact it is possible to obtain 
C’ = co/0 for any p > 1 (c, depends only on 4). Thus Theorem A (resp. B) 
remains true if the Bessel (resp. Hilbert) constants of systems (g& (resp. 
(f& are O[(ln n)l@J for some q > 1. 
Remark 3. It is easy to show that there is no p-Hilbertian (resp. p-Besselian) 
basis inLl(S) (resp. C(S)) forp > 2 (resp. p < 2). Indeed, if (fJ isp-Hilbertian, 
then, for every si E I”, xi sifi converges, hence converges unconditionally, hence 
by the Orlicz theorem [13], si E 12. The C(S) case can be proved by passing to 
an adjoint operator. 
Remark 4. The problem of existence of p-Besselian (resp. p-Hilbertian) 
basis in C(S) (resp. G(S)) for 2 < p < co (resp. 1 < p < 2) still remains open 
(see also problem (v), p. 36 in [2]). On the other hand, by a result of Wojtaszczyk 
[9] there exists a p-Besselian (resp. p-Hilbertian) basis in G(S) (resp. C(S)) for 
any1 <p<co. 
Remark 5. The problem of existence of normalized basis inLl(S), say (fi), 
such that fi +w 0 still remains open. In particular we have such a situation if 
l~fiII,<M,<coforsomel >p>coandforalli.Thecasep=2iscloseto 
considered in this paper. The case p = co was solved in the negative in [3]. 
3. In this section we shall present the proof of the Proposition stated in 
section 2. The proof consists of three steps, which we formulate as Lemmas l-3. 
LEMMA 1. Irz the notation of the Proposition putF&s, t) = C~~~+,fi(s) gi(t), 
Fn = Fo., > Y = m @ m. Then, under assumptions 1” and 2” of Propositions, the 
following estimates hold: 
i1Fk.n II;+, > & for P~[1,21. (2) 
LEMMA 2. Let f be a nonnegative measurable function on a measure space 
(T, .N, v), c a positive constant and n a positive integer such that 
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(4 lTfz dv < m 
(ii) Jrjs;d dv > c-W/4. 
Then there exists a > 0, depending only on c, and a positive integer s such that 
(4 J f dv < 2-4a 
(a-%L) 
(b) J f dv >, SOI. 
(a”-%<f<a-%z} 
LEMMA 3. Let (T, JV, v) be a measure space, 0 < OL < 2m3 and let Fk (k = 1, 
2 ,.,., N) be a sequence of measurable functions on T. Denote Fk,% = Fk+ - Fk 
and assume that 
for some positive integer s = s(k, n) and for k, n > 1, k + n < N. Then 
where fi > 0 depends only on CY. 
Suppose we have proved Lemmas l-3. Then, in the notation of Lemma 1, 
f = j Fk,n / satisfies, by Lemma 1, the assumptions of Lemma 2 with c = 
max(C, 313/4C2) and (T, J, v) = (5’ x S, &” @ J, m @ m), hence the 
sequence (Fk) from Lemma 1 satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3, whence the 
assertion 3” of Proposition follows. 
Remark 6. Similarly as in Lemma (B) in [3k it is possible to replace rnax,(,sN 
in the left hand side of 3” by an average 1 /N &=r . 
Remark 7. For the proof of the Proposition it &ices in fact to show (2) 
for somepE(I,2). 
Remark 8. Suppose that we want to obtain, under some assumptions on 
(fi , gi)i”,r , the estimate maxIs,<, ST 1 Fk j dv 3 CN with CN +N CO, i.e., the 
basis constant of (g& is large if N is large (but not nessesarily CN = O(ln N)). 
Then it is sufficient to prove inequalities of type (a) and (b) from Lemma 3 
(say, for s = 1) for integrals over sets of type (1 F,,, 1 > B,}, {A, < / F,,, / < 
B,} respectively with A, _tn co. Observe that for an estimate of type (a) the 
assumption of uniform integrability of (fi) (see Remark 5) is then sufficient. 
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Now we turn to the proofs of Lemmas l-3. 
Proof of Lemma 1. (1). We have, by 2” and 1” 
(2). Using 2” and 1” we get for any s E S 
On the other hand for any sequence of scalars t, ,..., t, 
il I ti I < .lj2(i I ti lf2. 
Substituting ti ~f~+~(s), combining with the previous estimate and integrating 
with respect to s we obtain 
> (C * n-)/2)-1 s, (ig, I f~q’: (3) 
Set Di = (1 fi 1 2 l/3} for i = 1, 2 ,..., N. We have, by 2”, & 1 fi I2 dm < C 
and J,,- Ifi I dm 3 1 (b ecause ssfigi dm = 1 with Ijgi l)oo < 1). These facts 
imply 
m(DJ 2 1/9C for i = 1, 2 ,..., N. (4) 
Suppose not; then, remembering that m(S) = 1, 
l G s, Ifi I dm = I,,f.,<l,, Ifi I dm + ~l,3<1f.,<3cJ Ifi I dm + I,t,,>s, Ifi ’ dm i 
3C. lfildm 
<&+3Cm(Dd+&~ Ifi 12dm < 1 
(lf*l>3C) 
which is a contradiction. 
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Since j fi 1 >, &xDi we have 
(5) 
On the other hand, by (4), 
xDi dm < ~z-(P’~) J; (,;gl XDi)R” dm 
which combined with (3) and (5) proves (2). 
(2) may be also proved in the following way (for definitions and proofs 
of facts used below see [lo] and [ll]). Let E = span(g$~~+i . Then /IF,,, IILqV) 
E n,(Tk,,), where Tk,n is the integral operator with kernel F&S, t) considered 
as acting from L”’ into LQ’ = p/(p - 1)). Since Tk ,LP’ = E, we can con- 
sider T,,, as acting from L” into Ev = (E, I/ . II,). Notice that since (fi , gi) is 
biorthogonal Tk,nlE = idE . On the other hand the canonical embeding jm,a’: 
~5,” --f L”’ is p’-integral and ;,,(j,,,,) = (m(S))t/P’ = 1. Hence the composition 
T k,n 0 j,,,, is nuclear and n(T,,, 0 &A> < ~D(Td . 4dja,,,> = II Fksn Il~m . 
An argument similar to the proof of (3) s h ows that II XT=, tigk+i jlrn < (Gz)~/~ x 
I/ zy=, tigk+i IjD . In other words, if we denote byj the identity embeding EP -+L”, 
then iljll < (&x)1/*. Combining the above facts we get, since T,,, ojmsD, 0 j = 
idEp , 
hence 
Thus we have proved (2), obtaining by the way the better constant C instead 
of 3”‘2P. 
Proof of Lemma 2. (a) We have, by (i), 
I 
f dv = c~~n-~ 01-~n .f dv < ct2n-l f” dv 
(f>C%q s (f>C%I s {f>C%z) 
< CA-1 * cn < 2-*CL, if 01 < (16~))~. 
(b) Observe first that, similarly as above, 
s 
f 5/4 d,, = (012n-1)3/4 
(f>C2n) s 
(j>a-2n) (a-243’4f 5’4 dv 
< o13/2 . c . nl’4 < (2c)-W’4, 
580/37/1-s 
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if cy < (2+2/s. Combining this with (ii) we obtain 
. 
I f 5’4 dv > (2c)-W4. (fcpn) 
Put p = supN 1 Is Sh,-%<f<us-3,) f dv. Obviously to prove (b) it suffices to show 
that p > 01, where 01 depends only on c. We have 
(2c)-W’4 < 
s 
f 514 dv = f j” f 5/4 dv 
(f<C%) s=1 (a'-%l<f<d%q . 
< fl (cd-%)l’4 j 
(d-%<f<d-%} 
f du < pC4 ‘fl ~(a~-~)~/~ 
= pn1/4a-1/2(1 _ ,1/4)-Z, 
hence p > (2c)-l cA2(1 - c@)” > OL, if 01 < min(2-4, (SC)-2). Thus we have 
proved Lemma 3 with 01 = min((l6c))r, (2~7-~/3, 2p4, (8c)-7. 
Proof of Lemma 3 is based on an inductive construction. Assume N 3 2 
(otherwise (c) is obvious). Let d be the smallest integer such that d > ae3. Let Y 
be the greatest (and hence nonnegative) integer such that 2d7 < N. Put b = 
[ln(2& + 1)1-r, then r + 1 > b In N. 
We define a positive integer 4 < Y + 1; a sequence of integers (i&=, , 
r = i, > il > . -. > i,-l > 0 > i, , a sequence of nonnegative integers 
(NJ=, , N, = 0, N,,, = N, or N,,, = Nt + dzt (clearly Nt < N for all t) 
and a sequence of measurable functions (G&a on T, G,, = 0, such that if we put 
Et = {I G, 1 > c3dit} for t=O,l,..., Q, 
Jt = if, I G I dv for t =O,l,..., Q, 
It = j I Gt - x~~-,Gt-, I dv for t=l,..., q,I,=O, 
E: 
then 
Jt3 ~~~(1--2a(l+~+$+...+~)) 
u-1 
(6>t 
(7)t 
for t = 0, l,..., q. 
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Suppose, we have done this; then, by (7), , we have, remembering that 
~1 < 2-3 and d > c3, J, 3 & C”u=, I, and hence, by (6), 
whence (c) follows. 
The inductive construction. For t = 0 (6) and (7) hold trivially. Suppose we 
have defined Nt, it and G, for all t < 1 to satisfy (6) and (7). Now if i, < 0, 
then define q = 1 and end our inductive procedure. Otherwise choose i,, = 
i, - s, where s = s(N, ,dit) (see (b)), put U, = {c3dp1 < 1 G, 1 < cc3dil} and 
consider separately two cases 
(*> jut I G, I dv 3 $ (**I J;, I G, I dv < 7 
(*) We define N,,, = N, , Gr,, = G, . Then E,,, = E, U U, , E, n U, 
= O, I,,, = Jut I G, 1 dv, hence 
1+1 
4 c 1% - 
tL=l s T  
1 G+, - FN~+~ I dv = $A+, + 4 i 1% - jT I G - FN~ I dv 
U=l 
>$?+!$A (y - y - %+1 o1 
a 
by (6), and s = i, - iL+l; thus (6),+, also holds. (7),+1 follows immediately 
from JL+I = JC + &+I and (7h . 
(**) We define N,,, - Nl + diz, G,,, = Glxcu, + FN,,d~t~v,, where 
Vi = (I FNl,dsc 1 < ap2dil). 
Observe now that if x E E, (and hence x $ U,), then 
> a-3diz - a-2dfl > ,-3&z+l , 
hence x E El+,; thus 
Put IV, = {e2diz < 1 FNt+ 1 < 01 s-3dil}, then W, C V, . Suppose x E W,\E,; 
then, similarly as above, we get (remembering that s = i, - i,+l and d > CC-~) 
I G+,Wl = I GW * xc.&) + Fn,,&>I > I F~~,r.i’@)j - c3diz+l 
, ,s-2&l _ a-3dil+l - _ a-3diz+1(OIs+l& _ 1) > ,m-3dtz+l, 
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hence x E El+, . Combining this with (8) we obtain 
Ez,, 3 4 ” Wz 
Similarly we get, using the above result and (b) 
> 
s 
I - c3dizf1) dv > 
WL 
(I Fzvl,ca s t WL 
1 - &j I FNl,dcl I dv 
7 
> (1 - Lx) SOI > - SOI, 
8 
because 1 FN,,diz I > as-2dil on W, . Hence 
-II > L. 
2 ‘+’ ’ 16 
On the other hand, by (a) and (**), 
I T I G,, - FN,+~ Idv < jTl G, -FN, Idv + jut I G Idv + I,, IFr+,,cn ldv 1 
< TIG~-FivId~+~+~, s 
which combined with the previous estimate and (6), gives (6),+, . 
To prove (7)L+1 observe first that, similarly as in the proof of (8) 
Jb, 1 G,, I dv > j,, (I G, I - a-2dit) dv = Jl + j c2dig dv. 
El 
We have also 
s I Gz,, I dv = I,,, - s I Fj,rt,pi / dv 3 It+, - s c2di’ dv. Ez+1\Et Et El 
As a consequence 
Jz+l 3 JL + I,,, - 2 s c2diz dv. EL 
Thus it remains to estimate the last integral. Since / G, I > c3diu on E,u we 
have 
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J1+1 3 JL -t IL,1 - 2n. & (l/d’l-2 l”u+l’)I UT which together with (7), gives 
(7)1+, . This ends the proof of Lemma 3 and completes the proof of the Proposi- 
tion and Theorem A and B. 
Note added in proof. After this paper was submitted, the author solved in the negative 
the problem of existence of a weak null normalized basis in L.’ (see Remark 5 at the end 
of section 2), thus solving also the problems mentioned in Remark 4 (see [14]). 
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